TILING DEFECTS
ANDREW GOLLÉ

BEWARE THE SOUND OF DRUMS
TILING INSTALLATION DEFECTS CAN SERIOUSLY DETRACT FROM THE OVERALL FINISH OF A JOB AND RESULT
IN EXTENSIVE, PAINFUL RECTIFICATION COSTS FOR BUILDERS. IF YOU’RE CHALLENGING A TILER OVER A SUBSTANDARD JOB, THIS ARTICLE WILL ARM YOU WITH SOME SOUND KNOWLEDGE TO HELP YOUR CAUSE.

D

rummy or hollow sounding tiles are an ominous thing.
They often lead to scenes involving jack hammers,
grinders, painters, dust, mess and moving trucks.
As a ﬁnishing trade, sub-standard tiling can have a huge
impact on how the overall job’s perceived - poor tiling
will often lead to unhappy clients, costly (and sometimes
lengthy) disputes, and further expenses and wasted time for
rectiﬁcation work.

DEFECTS: TYPES AND CAUSES
Tiling defects fall into two main categories: functional
failures and cosmetic defects. Functional failures are the
more serious of the two, but cosmetic defects are likely
to create the most angst - particularly where the owner’s
expectations are high. Polished, large format tiles are
expensive, and minor defects are often painfully evident –
the expectation is usually for a surface like a large, ﬂawless
mirror.
Cosmetic defects oﬀ er another problem; in some cases,
they aﬀ ect the overall service life and performance of the
tiling system.
A number of minor defects have been recognised as
signiﬁcant in this respect, and have been included in AS
3958.1-2007 (Guide to the Installation of Ceramic Tiles). The
Standard prescribes tolerances to accommodate for joint
size and alignment, levels and lippage.
Joint size is fast becoming a regular oﬀ ender, and
ultimately has inﬂuence on the movement tolerance of the
tiling system. The minimum grout joint size for dust pressed
ﬂoor tiles is 3mm, and NOT 1.5mm, as is common practice
with rectiﬁed edge ﬂoor tiles. Grout joints allow for size
variances, but they also provide for independent movement
between individual tiles. This function becomes ineﬀ ective
where tiles are touching at the base of 1.5mm and smaller
joints. Smaller joint sizes also compromise the spacing and
function of eﬀ ective movement joints.
Joint alignment and levels are required to be within
±4mm over 2m lengths. 8mm deviation over this distance
is certainly noticeable to the naked eye, and visibly
detracts from the overall ﬁnish. Care must be taken with
the preparation of substrates, and appropriate levelling
compounds should be applied where they’re required. Large
format tiles (600mm, for example) do not bend. For that
reason the substrate needs to be true, with minor levelling
being achieved with the application of thin bed adhesive.
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IMAGE 1: Lippage between ﬂoor tiles. IMAGE 2: Cleaning
adhesive from movement joints.

Lippage isn’t a word you’ll ﬁnd in any English dictionary,
but has made its way into AS 3958.1-2007. Lippage is where
a vertical lip protrudes between two adjoining tiles. The
Standard allowances are:
∫ cushioned edge tiles > 3mm joint - 2mm lippage;
∫ rectiﬁed edge, > 3mm joint - 1.5mm lippage; and
∫ rectiﬁed edge, < 3mm – 1mm lippage
Lippage between rectiﬁed edge tiles appears more
severe than it does between cushioned edge tiles, and it
may constitute a trip hazard in ﬂoor tiling. Rectiﬁcation
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often involves removing several surrounding tiles to address
lippage between two adjoining tiles.
Cramping or levelling systems help to alleviate lippage
defects - but care needs to be taken to maintain the
required contact coverage. When they’re misused, tiles
are pulled out of the adhesive during the levelling process,
resulting in ‘drumminess’ around the edges of the tiles.
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IMAGE 3: Installing backing rod to movement joints.
IMAGE 4: Poor contact coverage results in bond failure.
IMAGE 5: Functional failure, material not compatible.
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FUNCTIONAL DEFECTS
Functional defects are those where the building element
doesn’t perform as intended and the continued service life is
compromised. Where tiles are intended to be bonded to the
substrate, and the adhesive bond has broken, this would be
recognised as a functional defect.
‘Drummy’ or hollow sounding tiles indicate a bond
failure. According to AS 3958.1, this would be considered a
functional defect where 20% or more of any individual tile is
‘drummy’, or not bonded.
Bond failure defects are detected through resonance
testing, where a metal tipped testing rod identiﬁes any
‘drummy’ tiles. This testing rod will indicate, through pitch,
whether the bond has failed at either the tile / adhesive
interface, the adhesive / substrate interface, cohesively
through the adhesive line, or within underlying screeds.
‘Drumminess’ at the base of the screed may not be
considered defective if tiles are bonded to the screed
and the screed is of a solid and consistent composition.
However, bond failures at any level through the adhesive
strata are functional failures.
This is compounded in external applications, where debonded tiles retain excess, free standing water. These tiles
are subjected to the steaming eﬀ ect where stress is applied
to surrounding tiles, resulting in further rows of tiles debonding. Each failed tile is, in eﬀ ect, ﬂoating - and for that
reason doesn’t assist in restraining surrounding tiles from
de-bonding. This becomes an ongoing deterioration, both
with internal and external tiling.
Excessive deterioration can require full tiling replacement
- especially when replacement tiles are no longer available.
If it’s identiﬁed early, this type of functional failure can
be rectiﬁed using a tile reglue injection system, which will
re-bond the tiles in situ without disturbing surrounding
tiles. Only an approved system should be used, by licensed
applicators, with the appropriate warranties. Tile reglue
injection keeps cost and disruption times to a minimum
and can usually be carried out while maintaining occupancy
during repairs.
Although bond failure defects are predominantly the
result of diﬀ erential movement, poor laying practices are
also key contributors. Bond failure will generally manifest
three to ﬁ ve years after the tiles have been laid due to
compounding substrate pressures, however where poor
laying practices have been employed, ’drummy’ tiles may
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start to appear not long after installation.
A number of common breaches of AS 3958.1 and
manufacturer’s requirements are often evidenced as
contributing to bond failure defects:
CONTACT COVERAGE
AS 3958.1 recommends 80% minimum contact coverage
for internal main ﬂoor tiles, and 90% for external ﬂoor tiles
and wet area wall tiling. This is achieved by ensuring a 3mm
to 4mm ﬁnished adhesive bed thickness, with the required
contact between the tile and substrate.
The correct sized trowel, back buttering of the tile and
regular spot checks are essential. Anything less, either
in contact coverage or ﬁnished adhesive thickness will
drastically reduce tolerances to building movement.
SUBSTRATE PREPARATION
All substrates should be assessed with respect to their
suitability to accept a bonded hard ﬁnish. Substrates should
be checked for ﬂexibility, deﬂection under load, trueness of
levels, contaminants (such as old adhesives), compatibility
with adhesives and transferred movement stresses.
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IMAGE 6: Reglue injection can be used to rebond tiles in situ.

Once the correct speciﬁcations have been addressed, the
tiler needs to clean the stinking ﬂoor.
Failure as a result of dust, chalk line residue and plaster
droppings ranks fairly highly. Surface contamination doesn’t
allow the adhesive to key onto the substrate. Brooming
and vacuuming aren’t suﬃcient either - the substrate
should be washed with clean water prior to priming with
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the speciﬁed product. Over-priming can result in primer
separation, where primer residue will be evident on the
substrate and also on the back of the adhesive.
MOVEMENT JOINTS
These are an intrinsic part of the tiling system. Eﬀ ective
movement joints separate tiling from constrictive
perimeter surrounds; they accommodate transference
from construction joints, and they isolate areas of tiling into
apportioned bays, minimising cumulative stresses on the
entire body of tiling.
Movement joints should extend from the top of the tile
through to the substrate and should be ﬁlled with speciﬁed
backing materials and joint sealants. Movement joints
must be planned and marked out as part of the setting out
process. It’s critical that movement joints are installed as
the tiles are being laid.
Identiﬁed joints should be cleared of wet adhesive as
the tiles are placed. This ensures the establishment of
isolated bays when initial bonds are being formed and curing
stresses are acting at the substrate/ adhesive/ tile strata.
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SEEK THE MANUFACTURER’S
SITE SPECIFICATIONS, SELECT THE
CORRECT MATERIALS AND ENSURE
THAT TILE FIXERS ARE QUALIFIED AND
FOLLOW SPECS
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Again - poor quality tiling ﬁnishes reﬂect badly on the overall
quality of any project. They can be costly and disruptive after
handover, and they should be minimised as part of quality
control processes. Seek the manufacturer’s site speciﬁcations,
select the correct materials and ensure that tile ﬁxers are
qualiﬁed and follow specs and AS 3958.1-2007.
When assessing ﬁnishes: LOOK at levels, joint alignment
and light diﬀ raction over uneven surfaces; FEEL for
lippage and level tolerances; and LISTEN for ‘drummy’ tiles
indicating bond and functional failures.
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IMAGE 7: Peaked ﬂoor tiles. IMAGE 8: Poor contact coverage,
skinned adhesive. IMAGE 9: Tile Reglue Injection Method
being used on failed ﬂoor tiles.
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Andrew is a registered builder in Queensland, New South
Wales and Tasmania; a qualiﬁed Cert III Construction
Waterproofer; a Forensic Waterprooﬁng Investigator; and a
waterprooﬁng and tiling assessor and trainer.
His company, Armont Rectiﬁcation Builders, specialises in
solving waterprooﬁng defects throughout the country and is
the owner of the Tile Reglue Injection Method, a specialised
service to positively reﬁx loose ﬂoor and wall tiles without
requiring their removal.
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